For Immediate Release
Bogdana Corporation Officially Announces the Release of Bogdana RNF 3 oz - Rejuvenating Nutritional Formula
Sixteen years of intensive research yields an innovative liquid micro nutrition formula immediately recognized as the
benchmark in balanced and comprehensive dietary supplementation!
LOS ANGELES, CA ─ August 2019 ─ The story of Bogdana Corporation commences with a man and a little boy,
connected by a vision of compassion, love, and persistence. It was 1968, and Dr. Joseph Gruber’s sister-in-law was
working in a laboratory and living in a small town in Czechoslovakia. She was pregnant and gave birth to a baby boy
Marcel, born with a rare tumor in the small of his back, causing a myriad of health issues including partial paralysis,
growth deficiency in his kidneys, and an overall bleak future outlook. Refusing to accept this fate, the Grubers left with
feeble Marcel and embarked for the United States, swiftly engaging intensive physical and electrical nerve stimulation
therapy and Dr. Gruber’s path of discovery in medical research. Such efforts promoted Marcel’s ability to walk with
braces and crutches, regain feeling in atrophied muscles, and eventually engage typical adolescent activities. Dr. Gruber’s
persistence truly gave birth to a modern-day miracle and, by extension, better understandings of anti-aging science, nerve
rejuvenation, and eventual development of the breakthrough “formula”.
Bogdana RNF – Rejuvenating Nutritional Formula is a multi-generational, balanced, and wide spectrum nutritional
supplement incorporating sixteen years of intensive research. The formulary is composed of a robust blend of over 150
nutrients, including natural and organic source vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and proteins. RNF’s action mechanism
focuses on filling in missing nutrients from our diet, available in liquid format to promote ease and simplicity in patient
use. Its nutrients are purported to positively affect bodily cells, blood supply, glandular system, and major organs. “This
formula was the product of exhaustive and obsessive medical investigation, intense study in nerve and muscle
rejuvenation, the endocrine system, and anti-aging science,” said Gruber. As a pioneering thinker, he realized a need to
reevaluate medical findings largely overlooked by current doctors and greatly influenced the Bioenergetic Micronutrition
era.
In the course of 16 years, I refined my theory of aging to suggest that aging is connected to failures of our own
bodies. The apex revelation implies a link between nutrient makeup (natural size) and inability to penetrate the
cell membrane. Nutrient size reductions support enhanced absorption and may promote increased life
expectancies and essentially reverse the aging process. Paired with the physical micro size characteristics, we
employed ingenious manufacturing, magnetic resonance is incorporated into the product, said Gruber.
Bogdana’s liquid vitamins are designed to optimize body and mind performance on a cellular level. Put simply, they offer
a simplified administration method coupled with high absorption and eliminate the guess work of proper nutrient needs. In
fact, findings suggest a nutrient absorption rate of up to 98%, statistics unheard of with traditional tablets. “The core
component of RNF is quality of life, however, its composition may also contribute to quantity of life, regardless, it’s truly
an exciting, evidence-based formula,” said Gruber. Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the product is its multigenerational positive effects. For younger generations, RNF has been shown to maintain health, aesthetics, energy, and
stamina while engaged in a busy lifestyle. For older generations, findings suggest similar outcomes infused with added
anti-aging peace of mind. RNF supports enhanced cellular detoxification and healing, generating outward beauty through
inner health for all users.
RNF’s formulation operates under the assumption that if you provide the body what it needs, overall mental and physical
performance will be optimized. This supplement provides the “building blocks” to assemble a healthy body, emphasizing
balance and complete nutrition. Bogdana has simplified the process of taking supplements, concurrently doing away with
multiple vitamin pills and capsules in a formula originating from compassion, love, and persistence. The product is
naturally sourced and doesn’t contain any chemical additives, preservatives, artificial colors or sweeteners. Celebrate
Bogdana’s 33rd anniversary of products, created with your health in mind, by trying the rich, sweet tasting “whole
nutrition in a bottle” liquid RNF supplement blend.
The statements in this press release haven’t been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. The product featured in this communication isn’t intended
to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

